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Policy stability key to nurture
industry: Maruti Suzuki
NEW DELHI, AUGUST 11 /--/ The country’s largest
carmaker Maruti Suzuki India has said policy stability and
predictability are important to nurture industry ecosystem
as business environment is becoming more and more uncertain. While the "fast changing regulations have also created
a dynamic business environment", Maruti Suzuki India MD
and CEO Kenichi Ayukawa said, "the auto industry is a
policy sensitive one, and a chang e in regulation can have
far reaching impact on our growth or direction of technology and manufacturing". In his address to shareholders in
the companys annual report 2016-17, Ayukawa said: "One
of the important lessons we learnt last year was that the
business environment is becoming more and more uncertain, and that the organisation has to be strengthened further to deal effectively with such unanticipated disruptions".
Describing 2016-17 as a "dynamic and eventful year", he said:
"We had our share of challenges in the for m of short ter m
disruptions in operations caused by fires at two of our key
suppliers. Also, there was some initial uncertainty after the
demonetisation event. Despite these unanticipated events,
our market share inched up and we were able to welcome
more and more customers to our family". Calling for consistent
policies, Ayukawa said: "Policy stability and predictability
are important to nurture the industry ecosystem. It helps
industry gain efficiencies and get clarity on which targets
and technologies to work on". He further said, "We are working
with the government in thinking of policies that can make
our cars safer, cleaner and more beneficial to the consumer
in the Indian context". In 2016-17, the auto industry had to
face uncertainties such as the Supreme Court ban on registration of high-end diesel cars and SUVs having engine
capacity of 2,000cc and above in Delhi and NCR, and sales
of BS III vehicles. Big cars and SUVs are now facing possible hike in cess under the new tax regime with the GST council
recommending increasing the maximum ceiling to 25 per
cent from 15 per cent over and above the top tax rate of 28
per cent. MSI Chairman RC Bhargava, while welcoming the
governments decision to promote electric vehicles (EVs),
said the company "would not hold back in introducing EVs
as soon as we determine that the customers are ready to buy
them".
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Not even a rupee of corporate
loans written off: FM
NEW DELHI, AUGUST 11
/--/ Union Finance Minister
Arun Jaitley on Friday asserted that not even a single
rupee of loans taken by the
corporates has been written
off by the government and
asked the Opposition to first
get the facts before talking
about it. He told the Lok
Sabha that writing off a loan
was a commercial decision of
banks and added that there
has been no scheme of farm
loan waiver by the Centre
since 2014. Not even one rupee of the corporates has
been written off by the government, he said during

Question Hour. Those making such comments should
first get the facts and then
talk, he said while responding to a supplementary question by Congress member
Deepender Singh Hooda alleging that the government
has written off corporate
loans, but not that of farmers.
At the end of March this
year, the total outstanding
gross non-performing assets
(NPAs) of agriculture and
allied activities stood at Rs
62,307 crore, as per data
given by the minister in his
written reply. The amount
was Rs 51,964 crore at the end

‘Govt acting fast
against shell cos’
NEW DELHI: Speedy steps are being taken against shell
companies but a balance needs to be maintained between
the ease of doing business and ensuring that the firms are
not misused, Jaitley said.
Jaitley, who is also the Corporate Affairs Minister besides holding the Finance and Defence portfolios, told the
Lok Sabha that there is no definition for shell companies under the Companies Act but such enitities are used for round
tripping of money. The real owners behind such entities
need to be identified and expeditious steps are being taken
under the benami and Income Tax laws, the minister said
during Question Hour. Replying to supplementaries, Jaitley
mentioned about markets regulator Sebi's action against suspected shell companies on the stock exchanges, saying
"baazaar mein thoda uthal puthal hua (there was some turmoil in the markets)".
On August 7, Sebi had asked the stock exchanges to take
action against 331 suspected shell companies which were
referred to it by the corporate affairs ministry.
While noting that a company can be registered in two
days, Jaitley said a balance should be there in terms of ease
of doing business and ensuring that the companies being
set up are not misused. With technology, it is not difficult,
he added. Responding to a supplementary question by Congress member Shashi Tharoor, the minister said there is a
distinction between dormant and shell companies.
There is potential for dormant companies being misused
as shell companies but there is an additional instrument to
deal with such entities, Jaitley added. (PTI)

of March 31, 2016. Jaitley
said that information relating
to the quantum of farm loans
written off was not maintained centrally.
"However, RBI has reported that the reduction in
non- performing asset (NPA)
due to write off (including
compromise) for agriculture
and allied activities during
FY 2016-17 in respect of scheduled commercial banks is to
the tune of Rs 7,548 crore," he
said. The minister also said
that the government would
make investments worth Rs
2.92 lakh this financial year
in the farm and rural sectors,
which would be a record
amount. To a query on
whether the central government would waive off farm
loans, Minister of State for
Finance Santosh Kumar
Gangwar said there is no such
decision.

SAT dismisses
Mallya's plea
against Sebi order
NEW DELHI, AUGUST 11
/--/ The Securities Appellate Tribunal (SAT) on Friday rejected fugitive liquor
Baron Vijay Mallya's appeal
against Sebi barring him
from the market and asked
him to appear before the
regulator within three
weeks. The tribunal also dismissed his plea against the
Sebi order that barred him
from holding any board position at listed companies;
including as the chairman
of his group firm United
Breweries Ltd (UBL).
Mallya has been asked
by SAT to appear before Sebi
in person or through a legally authorized representative to make any submission
within 21 days, so that the
regulator can consider his
plea for relaxing any restrictions imposed through an interim order passed in January relating to alleged illegal
fund diversions at his erstwhile flagship United Spirits
Ltd. "Thereafter, Sebi shall
consider the same and proceed further in the matter
and pass final orders expeditiously and preferably
within a period of four
months in accordance with
law to give finality to the issue," the tribunal said in its
25-page order.

Survey warns of uncertain
fiscal outlook, challenges
NEW DELHI, AUGUST 11 /--/ Flagging
uncertain fiscal outlook for the current fiscal, the second part of Economic Survey released on Friday said achieving higher end
of the 6.75-7.5 per cent GDP growth estimated
earlier will be difficult and called for more
interest rate cuts to boost the economy.
Its list of challenges included appreciation of the rupee, farm loan waivers, rising
stress on balance sheets in power as well as
telecom and transition issues arising from implementing the Goods and Services Tax
(GST). The Survey warned of fiscal
slippages as "a series of deflationary impulses are weighing on an economy yet to
gather its full momentum".
Authored by Chief Economic Adviser
Arvind Subramanian and tabled in Parliament, the Survey said farm loan waiver
could cut economy demand by up to 0.7 per
cent of GDP. It saw far m loan waivers by
states touching Rs 2.7 lakh crore. It said inflation is expected to remain below the Reserve Bank of India's medium-term target of
4 per cent, through the fiscal deficit will be
3.2 per cent of GDP in 2017-18 as compared
to 3.5 per cent last fiscal. The mid-year survey of the economy said there was "considerable" scope for further easing in monetary
policy as the repo rate was 25-75 basis above
the neutral rate. RBI had last week cut its
main policy rate by 25 basis points to 6 per
cent, the lowest since November 2010.
"Cyclical conditions suggest that the
policy rate should actually be below...the
neutral rate. The conclusion is inescapable
that the scope for monetary easing is considerable," it said.
Citing deflationary impulses, the Survey
stressed that farm revenues, decline in noncereal food prices, farm loan waivers, fiscal
tightening and declining profitability in the
power and telecom sectors are weighing on
the economy. "Economy is yet to gather its
full momentum and still away from its potential," it said. It further said a number of indicators -- GDP, IIP, credit offtake, investment
and capacity utilisation -- point to a deceleration in real activity since first quarter of
2016-17 and a further deceleration since the
third quarter. The Part-1 of the Survey tabled
in Parliament on January 31 had "predicted

a range for GDP growth of between 6.75 and
75 per cent, factoring in more buoyant exports as global recovery gathered steam, a
post-demonetisation catch-up in consumption, and a relaxation of monetary conditions". "...the balance of risks seem to have
shifted to the downside. The balance of probabilities has changed accordingly, with outcomes closer to the upper end having much
less weight than previously," it said.

Need tools to revive
growth in short term: CEA
NEW DELHI: The economy has seen an
across-the-board deceleration in activity and
requires policy makers to come up with all
the possible tools to revive growth,
Subramanian said on Friday.
The likely growth this fiscal will be towards the lower end of the 6.75-7.5 per cent
band suggested in January-end, mainly because of downside effects of factors like the
appreciation of the rupee, farm loan waivers and transitionary challenges from implementing GST, he said.
The only upside possibility is exports
growth. "Farm loan waiver will be deflationary exerting a drag on growth in short run...
We are not changing the growth forecast, but
we are saying that because of all these risks
it is less likely that we will see outcomes towards the upper end of the forecast," said
Subramanian. Addressing reporters after the
Economic Survey-2 was tabled in Parliament, he said there was an "across-the-board
deceleration" in real economic activity since
the first and second quarters of last year.
"There are very favourable medium ter m
developments. The real challenge now is
short term growth and how we need to respond to that. We need to bring to bare all the
policy tools we have to revive shor t ter m
growth," said Subramanian, the author of the
Survey. For the last 10 months, he said, inflation figures have come out better by about
150 basis points than the target that was set.
"End March inflation is going to be well
within target and average inflation for year
as a whole is going to be well below target.
Average inflation for year will be closer to
3 per cent," Subramanian added. (PTI)

Industrial output contracts 0.1% in June
NEW DELHI, AUGUST 11
/--/ Industrial output entered
the negative territory in June
contracting by 0.1 per cent
mainly due to decline in
manufacturing and capital
goods sectors.
Besides, segments like
mining, power generation,
infrastructure/construction
goods and consumer durables recorded poor performance. Factory output, measured in terms of Index of Industrial Production, grew 8
per cent in June 2016, according to the data released by the

Central Statistics Office on
Friday. On a quarterly basis,
factory output growth during
April-June slowed down to 2
per cent from 7.1 per cent in
the corresponding period last
year. This is the first time in
the current fiscal, the industrial output has shown a decline. The IIP grew by 3.4 per
cent in April and 2.8 per cent
May as per the revised estimates released today. Manufacturing sector, which constitutes over 77 per cent of the
index, showed a decline of
0.4 per cent in June as compared to a growth of 7.5 per
cent in the same month last
year. The output of mining
and electricity sectors during the month decelerated to
0.4 per cent and 2.1 per cent
from 10.2 per cent and 9.8 per
cent respectively in June

last year. Capital goods output, which is the barometer
of investment, declined by
6.8 per cent from a growth of
14.8 per cent a year ago.
Similarly, the output of
primary goods and intermediate goods during the month
declined by 0.2 per cent and
0.6 per cent as against growth
of 8.2 per cent and 6 per cent
respectively during June last
year. The Consumer durables
and Consumer non-durables
have recorded growth of (-)
2.1 per cent and 4.9 per cent
respectively. In terms of industries, 15 out of 23 industry groups in the manufacturing sector have shown negative growth during the
month of June 2017 as compared to the corresponding
month of the previous year.
(PTI)

